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1. Introduction 

Path planning of autonomous mobile robot is pivotal technique for machine intelligence, 
which aims to find a non-collision path from initial position to objective position according 
to evaluation functions in an obstacle space[1]. It can be described as traveler salesman 
problem (TSP), a typical combination optimization problem, which belongs to the well-
known NP-hard optimization[2]. The mathematical definition can be regarded as a map G = 
(V, E), where each line e∈E has a nonnegative power ω(e). The aim is to find out a Hamilton 
circle noted with C of map G in order to obtain a minimum power W(C)=∑e∈E (C)ω(e). 
Some traditional methods such as greed arithmetic, vicinage arithmetic and dynamic 
programming algorithm[3] do not behave a good performance on combination explosion 
aroused by rapid increment in exponent within a solution set of mathematic model, also 
known as the very quick accretion in both aspects of space and time complication along with 
the increase of degrees. A very promising direction is the genetic algorithm (GA) except for 
the traditional methods. Genetic algorithm is numerical optimization method[4] based on the 
theory of genetics and natural selection. It is a generally probabilistic and adaptable concept 
for problem solving, especially suitable for solving difficulty optimization and evolution 
problems, where traditional methods are less efficient. 
An advanced genetic algorithm, niche pseudo-parallel genetic algorithm (NPPGA) is 
presented based on simple genetic algorithm (SGA), niche genetic algorithm (NGA) and 
parallel genetic algorithm (PGA) to further improve the GA for robot path optimization. 
Research on NPPGA is available for lots of practical problems such as path routing 
optimization, nets organization, job distribution, scheduling optimization etc. 

2. Mechanism of niche pseudo-parallel genetic algorithms 

The foundation of NPPGA is genetic algorithm, which is a class of global, adaptable, and 
probabilistic search optimization and revolution algorithm gleaned from the model of 
organic evolution and also simulates the genetics and evolution of biologic population in 
nature. GA adopts naturally evolutionary model such as selection, crossover, mutation, 
deletion and transference. Mathematically, this evolutionary process is a typical algorithm 
to find out the optimal solution via iteration search among multi-element in a NP set. As an 
optimal method applied with biologic genetics and evolutionary mechanism [5], GA totally O
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embodies a classical biologically evolutionary theory depicted as natural selection. Simple 
genetic algorithm can be defined as SGA= (M, C, F, Mo, Ps, Pc, Pm, T) [3], where C is a fixed bit-
string code, F is a fitness evaluation function, Mo is an initial population of biologic colony 
and Ps, Pc, Pm are probabilities of selection, crossover and mutation respectively.  

2.1 Proposal of NPPGA 
Theoretically, genetic algorithm is able to trace on the optimal solution by a stochastic 
method on the sense of probability. On the contrary, GA has some prominent problems in 
practical application such as premature convergence, feebleness in local search, low rate of 
convergence etc. A simplex renewal from one population to another is hard to keep 
population diverse and avoid premature convergence. 
Simple genetic algorithm is totally a stochastic method, which aims to settle with the problem 
where several different individuals are required to optimize in a cryptic and parallel process 
[6]. However, the rate of evolutionary process is still lower because of its essentially serial 
mechanism. In addition, before tracing on the globally optimal solution, the SGA may 
converge to a local one, which causes population trend to un-animousness and results in 
premature. To further improve the GA and avoid these disadvantages, we firstly divided 
original population into several groups known as pseudo- parallel operation to accelerate the 
rate of genetic algorithm computation and maintain the population diversity in order to 
reduce the rate of premature simultaneously. Based on the former step, niche genetic 
mechanism is introduced into pseudo-parallel genetic algorithm to further restrain the 
premature phenomenon. A method based on sharing functions is proposed to transfer genetic 
information to keep population diversity and avert from rapid increment of some special 
individuals, in other words, we created several niches among the population by pseudo-
parallel technique to complete the process both of local and global solution optimization. 

2.2 Pseudo code and layered flow chart of NPPGA 
The Pseudo code of NPPGA is showed as following.  
Begin s:=0; 

initialize 
1

(0) : { (0),..., (0)} m

m
P x x= ∈ℜ  where l}1,0{=ℜ ; 

evaluate 
1

(0) : { ( (0)),..., ( (0))}
m

P x x= Φ Φ  where ( (0)) ( ( ( (0))), (0))
k k
x f x Pδ γΦ = ; 

while ( ( ) )P t trueℑ ≠  do t:=0; )}(),...,(),...,(),({:)( 21 tPtPtPtPtP ni= ; 

       while ( ( ) )P i trueℑ ≠  do 

                   recombine: 
' '

{ , }
( ) : ( ( )) {1,..., / }

ck p z i
x t r P t k m n= ∀ ∈ ; 

                   mutate: " ' '

{ }
( ) : ( ) {1,..., / }

mk p k
x t m x k m n= ∀ ∈  

                   niche operator: "' ' "

{ }
( ) : ( ) {1,..., / }

k k
x t x k m nγ=℘ ∀ ∈  with formula(1) and (2); 

                  delete: "" ' ""

{ }
( ) : ( ) {1,..., / }

k k
x t d x k m nα= ∀ ∈ ; 

                  evaluate: '''' "" "" /

/
( ) : { ( ),..., ( )} m n

i i m n
P t x t x t= ∈ℜ ; "" ""

1 /
{ ( ( )),..., ( ( ))}

i i m n
x t x tΦ Φ  

                                 where "" ""( ( )) ( ( ( ( ))), ( ))
i k k i
x t f x t P tδ γ ϖΦ = − ; 

                                select: ))((:)1( '''' tPstP ii =+  

                  where 
/" "" ""

1
( ( )) ( ( )) / ( ( ))

m n

s k i k i kj
P x t x t x t== Φ Φ∑ ; 

                  t:=t+1; end 

information exchange: )}(),({)1( '''' tPsPcsP i=+ ; s=s+1; end 
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Fig. 1 describes the layered structure of NPPGA by a flow chart. 

Fig. 1 Pseudo code of NPPGA 

 

Fig. 1. Flow chart of NPPGA 

2.3 Arithmetic description of NPPGA 

Each step in niche pseudo-parallel genetic algorithms is demonstrated as following based on 
niche genetic algorithm and parallel genetic algorithm [3] [6]: 
1. Initialize the genetic counter t←0; 
2. Generate original population P(t) made up of initial individuals which are divided into 

several subgroups in the form of P(t)={P1(t), P2(t),…,Pi(t),…, Pn(t)}, where n is a integral 
number of subgroup. 

3. Calculate each individual fitness function Fj(j=1,2,…,m/n) in every subgroup 
Pi(t)(i=1,2,…,n) of the population; 

4. Execute independent evolution among each group P(t)={P1(t), P2(t),…,Pi(t),…, Pn(t)}; 
i. Independently initialize evolutionary counter s←1 and select a subgroup fitness 

function to give an evaluation of each individual; 
ii. Make a lower taxis upon the individual fitness and storage q individuals in the 

former sequence where q<m/n; 
iii. Reproduce among )(tPi  by the operator Ps in form of )]([)(' tPselectiontP ii ← ; 

iv. Crossover among )(' tPi  by the operator Pc in form of )]([)( ''' tPcrossovertP ii ← ; 

v. Mutate among )('' tPi  by the operator Pm in form of )]([)( ''''' tPmutationtP ii ← ; 

vi. Delete among )(''' tPi
 by the operator γ  in form of )]([)( ''''''' tPdeletiontP ii ← ; 

Initialize population M

Fitness evaluation

Subgroup divisions

Subgroup 1

New subgroup 2

Subgroup 3 

Crossover, mutation, deletion and niche operators

New subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

New subgroup 3 

New generation
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vii. Use a niche operator, which needs to combine )]([)/( ''' tPFnm iγ−  individuals in 

the subgroup )('''' tPi  with the former q excellent individuals that are saved early 

into a new population Mi including )]([)/( ''' tPFqnm iγ−+  individuals, to wash out 

some inferior ones. When LXX ji <− |||| , a Hamming distance is computed by  

 qnmijqnmixxXX
nm

k

jkikji ++=−+=−=− ∑= /,...1,1/,...2,1,)(||||
/

1

2   (1) 

L is the distance between contiguous generations. A penalty function 

PenaltyF
ji xx
=),min(

 is used after comparing fitness between 
iX  and

jX . The penalty 

criterion is 

 

⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ <−<−

<−≥=
))||(||))&()((()()(

))||(||))&()((()(
)('

LXXXFXFifXPXF

LXXXFXFifXF
XF

jijii

jijii

i

  (2) 

viii. Realign in a lower sequence according to each fitness of (m/n)+q individuals and 
store former q individuals again; 

ix. End niche heredity if evolutionary results fit with ending conditions, or renew 
independently evolutionary counter s←s+1 and turn to step iii while generating 
m/n individuals into next generation in step vii; 

5. Transfer information usually with stepping-stone model, island model and 
neighborhood model among Pi(t)(i=1,2,…,n) to obtain the next generation 

)](),([)1( ''' tPtPexchangeiP i←+ ; 

6. End parallel heredity when evolutionary results fit with ending conditions, otherwise, 
renew independently evolutionary counter t←t+1 and turn to step (4). 

3. Robot path optimization by NPPGA 

It is well known that the problem of “Robot touring around Pekin” is typically practical 

application of TSP. Based on discussion in section 2, mechanism of niche pseudo-parallel 

genetic algorithm is investigated. In this section, NPPGA is used to solve the traveling 

salesman problem especially in the model of path optimization of robots. Each individual 

code is described in bit-strings of fixed length 18, which stands for paths between each two 

cities. Then an entire serial named chromosome 
,1 ,2 ,

( , ,..., )
i i i i m
X X X X=f

 can be obtained in each 

individual space m

miii XXXS },...,,{ ,2,1,=  that belongs to subgroup space nmS / . The selection 

operator that is known as survival probabilities in solving path optimization is in the 

canonical form [6] 

 
/

1

( )
{ ( ) }

( )

i

s s i m n

k
k

f X
p P T X X

f X

α
α

α
=

= = = ∑
f

 (3) 

To optimize the robotic paths, crossover operator, emphasized as the most important search 
operator of genetic algorithm, is introduce by[3]  
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' '

,1 ,1 ,2

' '

,1 ,2 ,1

, ( 1) ( 1) ( )

{ ( , ) ( 1)} (1 ) , ( 1)

0,

k k kc
k i k i i

k k kc
c i i k c k i

kp
X n Y andX n AY I A Y

m

kp
P T Y Y X n p X n Y

m

other

⎧ + ≠ + = + −⎪⎪⎪= + = − + + =⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

 (4) 

Small mutation and deletion rates are also used in solving this problem to guarantee that 
each individual do not differ genetically very much from its ancestor. In other words, it 
keeps the diversity of path space even though local convergence exists. Niche operator is 
demonstrated in Eqs. (1) and (2). Furthermore, we exchange different information of 
excellent path serials among subgroups based on islands model. All these parameters used 
in NPPGA are showed in table 1. 
 

Parameters Used in NPPGA 

Selection rate α=1 

Mutation operator Pm=0.0015 

Recombination operator Pr={0.72,4} 

Deletion operator γ=0.0027 

Niche operator Hamming Distance 

Length per object 
variable 

L=18 

Population size 50 

Table 1. Parameters of NPPGA 

In the experiment, a single step NPPGA is used to solving the problem of path optimization 
and evolution of “Robot Tour”. 8 optimal solutions can be obtained shown in table 2. The 
length of optimal path has been changed into standard units where (Remnant of optimal 
paths)= (length of paths)-(shortest distance) and (Ratio of relative paths) 
=(remnant)/(shortest distance). 
 

Path Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4 Path 5 Path 6 Path 7 Path 8 

Length of optimal paths 96.17 (NPPGA) 96.79 97.20 97.59 98.48 98.75 102.17 102.77 

Remnant of optimal paths 0 (NPPGA) 0.62 1.03 1.42 2.31 2.58 6.00 6.60 

0.26% (SGA) 0.86% 1.54% 2.2% 2.58% 3.73% 5.80% 6.92% 

0.18% (DPGA) 0.70% 1.32% 1.80% 1.93% 3.12% 5.95% 6.90% 

 
Ratio of relative path 

 
0% (NPPGA) 0.640%1.071%1.477%2.042%2.683%6.239% 6.863% 

SGA 346 generations and 20760 count steps 

DPGA 294 generations and 19500 count steps 

 
Computation complexity

 
NPPGA 276 generations and 16560 count steps 

Table 2. Experimental results in path optimization by single step NPPGA 
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According to experimental data, we illustrated an evolutionary process by niche pseudo-

parallel genetic algorithm in figure 2. Compared with SGA and DPGA, the performance 

conducted by NPPGA is better. The computation complexity of NPPGA is 16560 count steps 

within 276 generations while SGA and DPGA are 20760 and 19500 respectively. Global 

optimization path other than local solution can be achieved by NPPGA when generations 

approach less than 300. Simultaneously, a remnant comparison is shown in Fig. 3. Although 

NPPGA has the peak error for some individual evolutionary processes caused by stochastic 

researching, it perform a lowest remnant error to the optimal path while the remnant of 

DPGA is a little bit large than NPPGA. The shortest route can be described in the following 

serial.  

 
 
 
 
”start→dong_wu_yuan→zhong_guan_cun→yuan_ming_yuan→yi_he_yuan→xiang_shan→shi_sa
n_ling→ba_da_ling→yong_he_gong→bei_hai_gong_yuan→gu_gong→tian_an_men→wang_fu_ji
ng→beijing_zhan→tian_tan→shi_jie_gong_yuan→xi_dan→shi_ji_dan”  
 
 
 
 
The total distance is 96.17 in standard units and actually shorter in practical robot tour. 
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Fig. 2. Evolutionary process of NPPGA 
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Fig. 3. Remnant comparison of NPPGA 

4. Conclusion 

The research, based on combination of niche genetic algorithm and pseudo parallel genetic 

algorithm, comes into being NPPGA technique which both considers the rate of genetic 

evolution and diversity of population. The strategy seems to be able to restrain the 

premature among population and closely cooperate with each other to improve the overall 

search performance. We presented NPPGA and used a single step NPPGA to figure out the 

optimal paths in “Robot tour around Pekin”, which is a practical application of traveling 

salesman problem. Experiments show that the optimal route can be obtained. We believe 

that NPPGA and other advanced GAs will become a robust tool for path optimization and 

other potential applications. 
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The idea behind TSP was conceived by Austrian mathematician Karl Menger in mid 1930s who invited the
research community to consider a problem from the everyday life from a mathematical point of view. A
traveling salesman has to visit exactly once each one of a list of m cities and then return to the home city. He
knows the cost of traveling from any city i to any other city j. Thus, which is the tour of least possible cost the
salesman can take? In this book the problem of finding algorithmic technique leading to good/optimal solutions
for TSP (or for some other strictly related problems) is considered. TSP is a very attractive problem for the
research community because it arises as a natural subproblem in many applications concerning the every day
life. Indeed, each application, in which an optimal ordering of a number of items has to be chosen in a way that
the total cost of a solution is determined by adding up the costs arising from two successively items, can be
modelled as a TSP instance. Thus, studying TSP can never be considered as an abstract research with no
real importance.
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